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Evaflor Whisky Black - Eau de
Toilette for Men, tester 100 ml
Price 4.90 €

RRP 12.00 €

Availability  Available

In Stock 31 pcs.

Delivery within 2-4 working days

Description
Evaflor Whisky Black - A Timeless Fragrance: The 100 ml Tester for the Modern Man

Evaflor Whisky Black is not just a fragrance; it's an embodiment of sophistication, masculinity, and confidence. The Eau de
Toilette for Men in its generous 100 ml tester version represents the epitome of elegance and charisma.

Discovering the Essence of Whisky Black:

Evaflor Whisky Black is more than a scent; it's a statement. This Eau de Toilette encapsulates the very essence of the modern
man. Its subtle yet long-lasting trail is an invitation to audacity and uniqueness. The fragrance is a perfect blend of freshness
and warmth, creating an enchanting harmony that leaves a lasting impression.

Notes and Accords:

The top notes of zesty lemon, mandarin, and bergamot introduce the composition, providing a refreshing and invigorating
start. Transitioning to the heart, spicy and woody notes of cedar, vetiver, and black pepper emerge, adding depth and
masculinity to the fragrance. Finally, base notes of tonka bean and white musk offer a subtle, lingering warmth.

An Elegant Vessel for an Exceptional Fragrance:

The bottle that houses Evaflor Whisky Black Eau de Toilette is a reflection of the fragrance within—simple, elegant, and
masculine. Its deep black hue mirrors the sophistication of the perfume, while its sleek design appeals to aficionados of style
and refinement.

For the Modern and Sophisticated Man:

Evaflor Whisky Black is crafted for the man who knows what he wants. It embodies modernity, confidence, and refinement.
This fragrance is an olfactory statement that accompanies the modern man throughout his day—whether at the office, during
evenings out, or on special occasions.

Explore Evaflor Whisky Black, the Eau de Toilette for Men in its 100 ml tester version. Let yourself be enchanted by this unique
fragrance and uncover a new dimension of masculine elegance. With Evaflor Whisky Black, make your mark in the world of
timeless fragrances.
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